Error optimization of a three-dimensional magnetic resonance imaging tagging-based cartilage deformation technique.
Three-dimensional strain fields in articular cartilage subjected to compressive loading can be determined using a recently developed MRI-based cartilage deformation by tag registration technique. The objective of this study was to determine the experimental variables that minimize the technique error, which has not been previously reported. Error (strain bias and precision) was determined using direct experiments and Monte Carlo simulations for four variables: spatial resolution, tag line spacing, applied nominal strain, and number of control points used to describe tag lines in a B-spline model. The important results include the following: (1) bias was not significantly different from zero, (2) precision increased with image resolution and with tag line spacing, (3) precision was independent of applied nominal strain, and (4) error was a minimum (absolute precision = 0.41% strain) for the following values: spatial resolution = 0.05 x 0.05 mm2; tag line spacing = 2.0 mm; control points = 6. With these results the technique can now be used in various applications while minimizing error.